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Bulletin Number: MTIB#001_060918  Distribution Date: 06/09/18 Effective Date: 06/09/18 
Contact Point: support@metrc.com Subject(s): New Features 
Reason: New Features 

 

Franwell is pleased to provide some updates and information on the newest features available in Metrc®. 

Those additional options include Login history, Package detail icons, Transfers counter, and Destination licensee.  Please 
find following a full description of each new item detail:  

Login History 

 

The user drop-down menu has been updated to include Login history.  This option allows users to view the history of 
their logins.   
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Package detail Icons 
Instead of drilling down to see package details you will see icons which give, at a glance, a hint of the history of the 
package.   The user can hover over each icon to determine what it means.  

  

From left to right:               Contains at least one Plant Package 

    Contains at least one Product Package (e.g. buds, trim, brownies, etc.) 

    Contains at least one Lab Sample Package 

    Contains at least one Package flagged with "Product Requires Remediation" 

    Contains at least one Package that has Remediated Product 
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Transfers Counter 
The Package section (Active, On Hold, and Inactive) has been updated to include a counter which tracks transfers 
associated with each package tag. If there is a “house” icon, it will be followed by the number of transfers associated 
with that package tag.  If there is no “house” icon, then the package has never been transferred.  

 

Destination Licensee 
A new column labeled “Destination” has been added to the Transfer section to show the destination licensee.  If a 
transfer has one destination, the licensee’s name and license number will be displayed.  If the transfer has more than 
one destination, the text “multi-destination” will be displayed instead. 
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Please be advised that the new CSV Formatting Guide is now located under the Support Tab when you login to Metrc. 
Please feel free to contact support at support@metrc.com or 877-566-6506 for any questions on these formats. 
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